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 0. Introduction 
  

It is a basic assumption at the intersection of linguistics and social anthropology that lexical 
systems reflect cultural reality.  Thus a linguist like myself knows that the key to the structure of 
semantic fields, let alone the meanings of particular terms, will come from study of the culture of the 
speakers (widely discussed, but NB Lehrer 1974, especially 155 ff.) .  Equally those studying 
anthropological topics also examine the language/s spoken in a culture, not only in order to 
communicate with the members but also looking for clues in the more readily-observable and 
-manipulable linguistic structures which will suggest hypotheses in the less accessible behavioural 
patterns of the society (also widely discussed, e.g. Lounsbury 1962 and Hammel/d’Andrade [eds.] 
1965).  In this paper I present some data which appear to be counter-examples to these principles, 
specifically that closely-related languages with similar cultures in the relevant domain may show 
differing organisational principles in a particular terminological field.  
  

 The languages with which I am concerned are the Central Gur languages of northern Ghana 
and adjacent Togo, Benin, and Burkina Faso, with a major focus on the Oti/Volta subgroup (Manessy 
1975, Naden 1989) particularly its western division1.  The semantic field under consideration is that 
of kinship terminology, and specifically sibling-terms2. 

  
 
 1. Kinship in Social Action 
  

 The general social systems of a number of these peoples have been described in well-known 
anthropological studies, notably Fortes (1945, 1947) for the Talensi, Tait (1961) for the Konkomba, 
Goody (1957/61) for the Dagaaba, Drucker-Brown (1967, 1982) for the Mamprusi, Kröger (1982) 
Schott (1977), Schott/Kröger (1982) for Bulsa, and Rattray (1932) for the Farefare (his ‘Nankansi’, 
also ‘Gurenne’  –  see Naden/Schaefer 1973).  Rattray (op cit.) also contains briefer sketches of a 
number of other peoples of the area and Naden [ed.] 1976 reports on a comparative data-collecting 
project covering some 16 central Gur groups and a scattering of others in the same geographical 

                                                      
1 For general background and linguistic relationships see  Swadesh et al. 1966; Manessy 1969, op. cit., 1979; 
Naden 1988.a, 1989. 
2 A wider overview, including other groups in the area and the full range of kin-terms, may be found in Naden 
[ed.] 1976, where detailed acknowledgements appear to colleagues contributing to my data-base.  Other material 
has been collected from various sources as part of an on-going project for the collection and publication of 
lexical data from the Western Oti/Volta languages (Naden 1982- , see Naden 1993 ). 
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region (breakdown ibid. pp. 2ff.).  In what follows I give a conflated sketch of the picture from these 
works and my own observations amongst the Mamprusi3 and other groups.  
  

 Marriage is basically polygynous (Naden/Naden 1991, Wilson 1998), although observation 
and small-scale demographic surveys suggest that at any one time no more than half of the married 
men will have more than one wife.  Serial polygamy is normal for both sexes, most individuals being 
in a lifetime officially married to more than one spouse successively.  The woman usually returns to 
her father’s house for a shorter or longer period between marriages rather than going straight from 
one husband to another (which might provoke bad feelings on the score of adultery or wife-stealing): 
the termination of the marriage may be due to widowhood (older and more important men have, and 
therefore often die leaving, several younger wives) or divorce which may be by mutual consent or 
more acrimoniously by the wife  “running away” to her father or the husband  “sacking” his wife.  
Marriage is, as appears from the foregoing, virilocal, though wives may spend periods of up to 
several months at their father’s or mother’s house, especially at critical times such as that around the 
birth of a child (a longer  “baby leave” amongst the Nanumba, see Fogelberg 1982). Wives are more 
likely to do this in the earlier years of their marriage and if they are junior wives of a polygynist.  
  

 The senior wife (senior maritally, not by age) has a position of some importance in the 
family, especially if the husband is the head of the household (rather than the case where the nuclear 
family is living in part of a compound headed by the husband’s father, uncle or senior brother).  
Children normally belong to the husband and remain in their father’s house if the mother leaves.  
Sometimes a child may be  “given” to a relative or even friend; particular reasons for this would be if 
the recipients’ own family was deficient in children of the appropriate sex and age  –  a household 
must have boys to farm and build, and girls to fetch water and firewood and to cook (Naden/Naden, 
loc. cit.) –  or if the recipient was better able to support the child or was in a position to give it a 
special advantage such as attendance at a nearby school or training in some speciality like 
blacksmithing or drumming (Oppong 1973).  A child has a special relationship to its mother’s brother 
involving gifts and services4, but not formal inheritance of property or statuses. This is strictly 
patrilineal5 and by seniority except in the case of the inheritance of a woman’s moveable possessions 
by her daughters.  
  

 Respect and joking relationships between adjacent and alternating generations similar to 
those described in Drucker-Brown 1982 are found throughout the area.  
  

 Seniority is important in all social relations and is calculated primarily on a generational 
rather than a chronological basis.  Amongst children of the same father seniority goes by order of 
birth.  In more remote relationships seniority of linking relative is the key factor, thus the young 
children or grandchildren of an older brother are senior to older persons of the equivalent generation 
of descendants of his younger sibling.  Such principles are in general tempered with common sense 
however: if the theoretical head of the clan is a child the real authority will be exercised by someone 
else; authority involves many parameters  –  seniority, age, wealth, size of family, importance of 
ancestral family, wisdom, skill at speaking, and so on  –  and no one of these is absolute such that the 
possessor of that alone may be respected; rather the more of these factors one has going for one the 
higher ones general prestige (Naden 1986). In ascending generations Ego feels closest to his mother, 

                                                      
3 My primary field work research has involved living amongst the Mamprusi over the periods 1974-6, 1978-80, 
1982-5, 1988-93, 1994-2004 . 
4 This special relationship is more prominent in the between-wars observations of Rattray and Fortes in what is 
now the Upper East Region of Ghana: it is not entirely clear whether it is being de-stressed with time or whether 
it is particularly strong in the Frafra-Talensi area. 
5 Matriliny is found amongst peoples to the south and west of this area, and is present in some parts of the 
Dagaaba grouping (Goody 1956/61). 
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then his father, followed by grandparents and by siblings of parents especially those of the same sex 
as ego: in G0 ones mother’s children are closest (same-sex most of all) then ones father’s children by 
other wives, more remote cousins are still classificatory siblings but ones relations with them will 
depend on factors such as proximity of residence, age, sex and common interests , rather than kinship 
calculations.  
 

 
  
2. Kinship Terminologies 
 
 
2.1 Potential full form.  
  

 In all systems of the kinship terminology of these languages the relevant contrastive features 
are sex of sib, sex of ego in relation to sib (same/opposite) and seniority.  In general, weight is not 
placed on ‘distance’ within the classificatory system : full-sib/half-sib/cousins (of various orders and 
removals) are not distinguished in the terminology: where they are relevant an analytic explanatory 
phrase like  “he is my senior brother  –  same father, same mother” (full-sib)”, or  “ – my father’s 
senior brother’s child” (senior parallel cousin), is used.  It would seem that these three binary 
contrasts could not yield too much complexity.  However differences in their relative salience or 
order of application, and particularly in how far they are organised into a cartesian product matrix or 
a branching tree taxonomy, yield a surprising variety of terminological systems for this small field in 
such a homogenous cultural area and with languages so closely related.  
  

 The full 2x2x2 matrix could yield eight terms (Fig.1).  but in fact this is not found in any of 
the systems <<but see Appendix C for the Birifor system as presented by A.L.Warren>>.  Nor is 
there any significant use of the overt taxonomic hierarchy where one general term covers other more 
specific ones, as in English anthropological terminology  “Ego’s generation” covers  “cousin” and  
“sibling”,  “sibling” covers  “brother” and  “sister”,  “cousin” covers  “cross-cousin” and  “parallel-
cousin” (or matrilateral/patrilateral, or whatever the system).  In general these systems form 
branching trees where different criteria are used to subdivide one branch of the primary division from 
those used for the other/s, and actual terms are only found at the ends of the branches.  

 
 
                 S.Sx        Op.Sx          S.Sx       Op.Sx  
  
        Sr.       1               3                 5             7 
 
        Jr.         2               4                 6             8 
 
                    Male sib                  Female sib 
 
 

Figure 1 :   Fullest Sibling Matrix 
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2.2 Type A Systems.  
  
 One of the most widespread patterns found in the languages under consideration may be exemplified 
from Mampruli. Here seniority is only relevant to same-sex siblings, and male/female only relevant to 
the opposite sex (Fig. 2)   –  I will call this ‘System A’.  This is a symmetrical analysis of the pattern 
but an examination of the Mampruli terms (Table 1) shows that there is a lexical link between Y.S-Sx 
and both types of O-Sx.  We could therefore present the tree in an alternative assymetrical form to 

reflect this fact:- System A' in Fig. 3. It should be noted that sunzɔ  cannot be used alone to cover all 

the three types on the lower branch of Fig. 3, but on the other hand the -doo(wa) /-pɔ'a (“man/-

woman”) elements of 3 and 4 are not optional further specifications.  If you say sunzɔ  you can only 
mean your same-sex junior, if you add sex-specification it must be opposite-sex.  in Hanga, by 

contrast, sunzo can be used for “sibling of the opposite sex” in general as well as “junior of the same 
sex”, but the Mampruli-style gender-marked terms are also used for opposite sex siblings. Table 2 
shows A'-type systems found in Hanga and Dagbani the most closely-related languages to Mampruli, 
also in Dagaari which is a different branch of Western Oti/Volta (note non-cognate form for 2-4). 
KaMaraN is my own KaMara data from Larabanga in Ghana (Naden 1999), and contrasts with 
KaMaraP from Bouna in Cɔte d’Ivoire published by Prost (1974). Kantoonsi or Yaari is so similar to 
KR that one can confidently consider it a system of this type with a lacuna in the data for “girl’s 
brother”  –  especially as the item given as “sibling of the opposite sex” clearly contains the 
morpheme “female”. This system is also found in Bisa which is totally unrelated on the linguistic 
level (Naden 1988.b : term #1 seems to be borrowed from Mooré  –  Table 5) though geographically 
and culturally close to the Central Gur peoples (relationships see Appendix A). 

  
 Figure 2:   System A (e.g. Mampruli) 

 
  

1.     beeri    2.     sunzɔ  
   
3.     sunzɔdoo(wa)6  4.     sunzɔpɔ'a 
 
 
 

Table 1:    Mampruli Terms (System  A) 
                                                      
6 Also tunz�, sinz�, tinz� . 
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  1    2 3     4 
 
Hanga beeri sunzo sunzodaba sunzopoga 
 
KaMaraN kpeema / tuzo / tuzopa tuzodaba /  tuzopoga /     

kpeendima       tuzodabsi     tuzopogiba  
 
Kantoonsi  kpema sunzua - - - - - - suzɔpɔka 
 
Dagbani biɛli tizɔ tizɔdoo tizɔpaɣa 
 
Dagaari 7 bere yeb(e)7 yedeb yepule 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                
Bisa kemma dan dakunboor danlu 
 
 

Table 2:   A' - type Terminologies   
 
 
 
 Systems of Type A with no link between 2 and 3/4 (the latter two types in most cases share a 

root, distinguished as  “-male” vs. “-female”) are shown in Table 3.  These are all languages of the 
Gurma subgroup of Oti/Volta except for Bieri which is in the Eastern subgroup (the most remote 
from Mampruli both geographically and linguistically), and Kasem which belongs to the Grusi 
branch of Central Gur (see Appendix A).  
  

 
 

    1       2     3     4 
 
    Bimoba  yooro waaro ninja nipo 
 
    Konkomba  kpel naan ninja ninkpaan 
 
    Basari  maan naal niija niisal 
 
    ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Bieri cao nyonbikǝ datao petaɣa 
    ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Kasem  zambaaro nyaane nabɔ nakɔ 

                                                      
7 Also Birifor: western dialects (‘Dagara’ in Burkina Faso) have sing./pl. y	b	 / y��r for   2. 
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Table 3:    A - type terminologies 
 
 The cultural correlates of this system are clear.  Men’s and women’s spheres are clearly 

distinct so seniority is really only relevant amongst siblings of the same sex.  Even in cases where a 
man has to act on behalf of a woman (e.g. actually performing the rite of a sacrifice which she is 
giving) she is responsible as senior of the relevant group of women and she calls on him as senior of 
the relevant group of men: whether the man is older or younger than his sister is immaterial.  
 
 
 
2.3 Type B Systems. 
  

 To pass to the next type of system we need to recognise that kinship terms are ‘obligatorily 
possessed’ or inherently relational: there must always be an overt reference to Ego (you cannot say  
“a sisters’ duties are...”,  “She is a mother.” or the like: if not specifying a particular person you 
would have to say  “a man’s sisters’ duties...”,  “She is someone’s/a child’s mother.”) so that 
specification of male or female in the opposite sex category is strictly redundant.  It is not surprising, 
therefore to find a system with only three terms, the  “Op-Sx” branch leading to only one term: Fig. 4 
shows this Type B system.  

 
 
 
 

 
 Clear examples of this type are found in Farefare, Nabit, Kusaal and Talni within Western 

Oti/ Volta: of these languages, Farefare is grouped genetically with Dagari while the others group 
with Mampruli but have a very strong Farefare influence (Naden 1988.a, pp.18-19, 1989).  As shown 
in Table 4, this system is also found in Gurma, related to Bimoba and Bassari (Table 3), and in two of 
the Eastern Oti/Volta languages, Wama and DiTammari, related to Bieri (Table 3).  
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          1        2   3 
 
Frafra    keema-kɛɛma   yebega/yebehe tanya 
 
Nabit    kpwɛma ["elder"]  yibiga tɔ 
 
Kusaal (Agole)  beer   pit/pitib taunn/tanp  

  

          (Toende) kpeem8  pitu tau/tanp 
 
Talni   bier  pit tau 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Gurma kpelo,camo  waalo nataanu 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Wama kuru  nyerka tao 
 
DiTammari cetao  natɛ tãre, tãu 
 
 
 

Table 4 :    B-type terminologies. 
 
 

2.4  Mooré and Congeners.  
  

 Several other languages seem to have similar systems, basically 3-term, but to make the 
primary distinction between senior and junior siblings, sex only being relevant to the juniors.  This 
seems less culturally-appropriate, for though a senior male may have some authority over a woman, 
there is not much cultural relevance to the relationship of a man with a senior, as opposed to a junior, 
sister  –  in fact a brother junior to a woman would have the same relationship as an older brother, 
though the senior amongst the brothers would bear the ultimate authority (responsibility).  
Unfortunately for none of these groups do I have anthropological analyses: my data is taken from the 
word-lists of linguists, and though what they actually say is probably reliable one is on less sure 
ground arguing from their silence.  If a term is glossed  “elder brother” it almost surely means a 
man’s elder brother (researchers and informants are often male and the female Ego’s relationships get 
forgotten) but it may or may not also mean a man’s elder sister and/or a woman’s senior siblings.  
Systemically, of course, E.Bro of male, E.Bro (of m. or f.), E.Sib. of m., E.Sib. (of m. or f.) and 
E.Sib.S-Sx are all distinct definitions.  For Mooré (genetically grouped with FR and DR) I have terms 
and definitions (from Hall, n/d) as in Table 5:  
  

                                                      
8 In Agole (Eastern) Kusaal kpeem only means  “an elder, counsellor”, beer an Elder S-Sx. sibling; in Toende 
(Western) kpeem also means a senior sibling within the household, while beer means a more remote 
classificatory clan-sibling. 
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 1      kema :    “elder" 
 
 2.     yoo, yoa :    "younger brother or sister, sometimes cousin" 
 
 3.     toa :    "younger sister (sometimes used by men in the immoral 

sense)" 
 

 
Table 5 :    Mooré terms 

 
[definitions Hall 1949] 

 
 
 The simplest way to cut through this is to assume that  “younger sister (...used by men...)” is 

an incomplete definition of Y.O-Sx, and that  “younger brother or sister” means Y.S-Sx (so as not to 
clash with 3) giving three-term system B' with age the primary contrast (Fig.5).  

 
 

 E -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 1 
 
 
 
   S-Sx. - 2 
 
 Y  
 
   O-Sx. -   3 
. 
 

Figure 5  : System B' 
 

  If, on the other hand, we were to assume that both 1 and 2 should be restricted by  “S-Sx” and then 
we get a type B system; some support for this might be gained from the fact that *TO9 is widespread 
as  “Y.O-Sx” in type B systems (Table 4, col.3). It may also be noted that in the Mooré translation of 

the Bible these terms are used in accordance with type B : kẽema for O.S-Sx (Esau of Jacob, 

Gen.2711; Leah of Rachel, 2926), yao for Y.S-Sx (Jacob of Esau Gen.2741; Rachel of Leah 2926) and 

tão(wa) / tãopa for O-Sx.(Lazarus of Mary, Jn.1132; Mary/Martha of Lazarus, v.3).  
 

In Ninka ̃a ̃rɛ, a language of Burkina Faso (NKB) very closely related to Ghana’s Farefare and 

Nankan, the system is unambiguously presented (in Awɛ̃nnɛ la Awɛnpɔka 1996) as fitting that 
represented in Figs. 5/6.a :  

 

NKB   tã / tãpa          “la soeur, le frère (du sexe opposé)"  

                                                      
9 These upper case starred forms are not formal reconstructions but summary forms representing a set of obvious 
cognates 
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          kɛ̃ɛma/kɛ̃ɛendõma    “le frère ainé, la sœur ainée"  

 yɩbga/yɩbsɩ       “frère/sœur cadet/te"  
  
 Several other systems seem to be analysable at least equally well with the seniority principle 

taken as primary.  Most of these are reported by Prost (1972-4) who worked (N.B. 1975) with a basic 
Type A system, having entries in his wordlist for  “ainé (grand frère)”,  “cadet (petit frère),  “frère 
(d’une femme)”,  “soeur (d’un homme)”: footnotes indicate where the last two categories are covered 
by one reciprocal term  –  i.e. a type  B system.  It will be noticed that in interpreting these as my 
types  A and B  I am assuming that  “grand/petit frère” is to be extended to  “grande/petite soeur,”  
“d’un homme” and  “d’une femme” respectively, in order to give completeness of coverage in 
contrast with the O-Sx categories.  The data on Bieri (Table 3), Wama and DiTammari (Table 4) are 
derived from these lists.  Where only three of these categories are filled in, and assuming (rashly) that 
absence of a term in this grid is significant of irrelevance of the category in the language concerned, it 
becomes unclear what extra information needs to be added to give full coverage.  For Nõõtré, a 
Western Oti/Volta language closely related to Mooré but geographically far away amongst peoples 
speaking Eastern-subgroup languages, Prost does not enter anything for  “woman’s brother”: he says 
specifically that in contrast with MR the term ta / taba   “est employé pour un garcon vis à vis de sa 
soeur mais pas en sens invers” : nor is this language included in the footnote for  “man’s sister” 
which says the term can be reciprocal.  If this latter is merely an oversight, we have a Mooré-type 
system with either the B or B' interpretation : however it seems a strange coincidence that for these 
two related languages, reported by different sources, there appears an isolated term for  “man’s 
(younger) sister” neither overtly paired with  “woman’s brother” nor said to include that meaning. To 
take these data at their face value we would have to contrast  “Man’s sister” with all other relatives, 
and then subdivide (Fig 6).  
  
 
        a.       ||   b. 
 
 +O-Sx.F -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -     tã       ||   tãoa 
 
 
  E -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -      ya      ||   kẽema 
 
 -O-Sx.F  
 
   Y -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -         yuba  ||  yoa 
. 

 
Figure 6.a :    Nõõtré.         ||        6.b  : Mooré 

 
  Tayari, an Eastern O/V language, appears in Prost’s list with an extra item:  “man’s sister” 

is given as gukoa and then daton with a footnote that the latter is specifically a younger sister.  This 

implies that the former is  “older sister”, which may be supported by the appearance of the gu- 
morphene in  “older brother”.  This would give a system which starts with a contrast of seniority, like 
B', but applies sex-of-sib distinctions to the ‘elder’ branch and sameness of sex to the ‘younger’.  This 

yields Fig. 7 with the assumption that gukoa is also a woman’s elder sister and nyanta a woman’s 
younger sister (female-ego viewpoint omitted).  
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  M -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  gupweɛo 
 
 E 
 
  F -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   -  -  -  gukoa 
 
   M -  -  - natõ 
 
  O-Sx. 
 
   F -  -  -   datõ 
 Y 
 
  S-Sx. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   nyanta 
 
 

Figure 7   :  Tayari  [apud Prost] 
 

  
 Nawdm, which Manessy groups with Yom as a separate sub-group of Oti/Volta, is reported 

by the three accounts differing from each other as shown in Table 6.  Nicole’s data give a coherent 
but novel system which follows B' in the primacy of seniority as a principle but subdivides juniors 

apparently on the basis of the sib’s sex and with males according to actual age group (maara is 

explicitly any sex of elder  –   “ainé(e)”, ŋɛbɛɛra contains  “fille” : Nicole is fairly precise and 
makes no mention of sex of Ego as relevant). This system could be presented as in Fig. 8  –  can we 

call this B'' ? :- Prost’s two systems agree on maara as  “elder”, but ND.2 has nothing corresponding 

to ŋɛkɛɛla or ŋɛbɛɛra : one would expect nyabiga and nyabɛɛa to be dialectal or transcriptional 
variations of the same item were it not that Prost contrasts them, with different plural formations, in 
the same article10.  

                                                      
10 The implied morphemic analyses are:- 

 
 nya- ( “+Y.Sib”?) + bi- ( “little, child”) + -ga / -hi (sing./pl.sx)  

 
 vs. 

   
 nyabg- ( “sib”?) + -a / -ba (sing./pl.sx) the latter not known to Nicole.  
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ND.1   1.     “ainé(e)”      maara / maaraba  

 (Nicole       2.     “cadet”     ñɛbega /ñɛbii  
   1980)                         [note] “très petit”  
               3.     “cadet”     nɛkɛɛla / nɛkɛɛlba 

               4.     “soeur cadette”    ñɛbɛɛra / ñɛbɛɛrba 
    [other relevant entries:-  
                     “enfant”    bega / bii   
                     “fils”                 voir     “enfant”;  
                     “fille”     bɛɛra  
                     “frère ainé”      voir     “ainé”;   
                     “soeur ainée”  voir     “ainé(e)”    ]  

 
 

ND.2   1.    “ainé”      maara  

(Prost      2.   “soeur”     nyabɛɛa / nyabegba   
    1966)              [in list by noun-class]  
             2.a   “frère”     nyabɛɛa / nyabegba   
                         [in alphabetic lists]  

             3.    “cadet”     nyabiga / nyabihi   
                         [note :  “frère puiné”]  
         [ c.f.    “enfant”    biga / bihi  ]  

 
 
 

ND.3   1.  “ainé (grand frère)”   maara  

(Prost       2.   “cadet (petit frère)”   nyabiga / nyabihi  
1975)  

     [no entry for this language under  “frère (d’une femme)”  or  “soeur (d’un homme)” ]  
 
 

Table 6  :     Nawdm terms (3 versions).  
 

  
 
   E    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -    -  1.   
 
 
                                    small    -  2.  
                      M              
                                    big        -  3.  
   Y 
                      F   -  -  -  -  -  -             -  4.  

 
Figure 8  :  Nawdm  (ND.1)   –  B''  
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 If the former is  “younger brother” and the latter  “brother/sister” they either overlap or we 
should specify  “bro./sis. except man’s Y.Bro”.  Alternative analyses are therefore either that 

nyabega is a general term for  “sibling” which dominates  “elder sib.”  –  maara and  “younger 

brother (of male?)”  –  nyabiga, remaining oddments (younger sisters) being simply nyabegba, or 
else that the system is something like Fig. 9.  

 
 
 

  E    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -     maara 
 
      
 
                                 +S-Sx.M    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   nyabiga 
 
                Y   
 
                                 -S.Sx.M  -  -  -  -  -  -  -    nyabɛɛa 
 

 
Figure 9  :  Nawdm (ND.2)  

 
 

  
 Prost’s ND.3 has only an  “elder/younger” contrast between its two terms: this may represent an 
informant with a minimal contrast system (still retaining the primacy of the seniority distinction from 
ND.1 + 2), like Type C (below), or be the male-ego side only of a Type A(') or B(') system.  
  

 The last language of this group is Nawdm’s partner Yom (Table 7).  Two of the terms are 
obviously cognate with ND (YM.1 = ND1.1 : YM.2 = ND1.3,4 /ND.2.2-3 /ND.3.2) while the third is 
the *TO from Tables 4 and 5. Once again we have  “man’s sister” not paired with  “woman’s 
brother”  –  as in MR and NT. (Table 5 and discussion).   This could represent the male Ego’s side of 
a B' system (man’s elder brother, younger brother and sister [=Op-Sx.] ), or an A system with O-Sx.M 
not recorded: the former seems more likely from the related languages.  

 

   1.    “ainé”      -   maawa          

 2.    “cadet”     -   nyɛnɣa 

    3.    “soeur (d’un homme)”   -   taaŋa    
 

     [no item for this language, nor footnote,   for  “frère (d’une femme)” ]  
 
 

Table 7:   Yom 
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2.5 One-Parameter Systems  
  

 The next types of sibling-terminology system are simplified ones with only a pair of terms, 
representing one parameter of contrast; those found contrast seniority only, type C, sex relative to 
Ego only, type D, or sex of sib only, type E (Fig. 10).  

  
            Φ E (10.a) 
     1       Σ S-Sx (10.b) 
            Η M (10.c) 

 
 sib     
 
            Φ Y (10.a) 
     2       Σ O-Sx (10.b) 
            Η F (10.c) 

 
 

Fig.10    :     10.a   Type C   ||   10.b  Type D   ||    10.c  Type E  
 

 
 The examples of these types are in Tables 8 and 9: it will be seen that the Buli (Buli and 

Konni probably form another subgroup of Oti/Volta along with Eastern, Western, Gurma and Yom/-
Nawdm) has a choice of these systems, one can either  refer to the seniority or  to the relative sex11.  
  

    Buli 1        1. moa                     2. yoa 

    Vagla 1        1. kpɛɛma                2. niwee 

    KaMaraP      1. piɛma (kpiɛma?)12     2. tizɔ 13  

 
 

Table 8  :  Type C terminologies  
 

 
 

 
    Buli 2    [Type D]  :   1.  siok              2.  toa 

    Vagla 2 [Type É] :   1.  niubambie        2.  niuhambie 

 
Table 9 : Types D, E ' 

 
 Vagla (a Grusi language of a different subgroup from Kasem  –  Table 3) can choose either 

to refer to age irrespective of sex, Type C, Table 8, or in the case of opposite sex siblings only, to 
refer to sex of sibling, this being the nearest to a type E system (E').  For KaMaraP , Prost gives only  

                                                      
11 F. Kröger, personal communication  –  this data is a correction to Kröger 1982, p. 62. 
12 Prost’s own emendation. 
13 Or covering the senses of A 1 + 2 , Fig.2 . 
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“ainé (frère)” and  “cadet, petit frère” which would be type C if we can read  “sibling” for  “frère” or 
else may be the male-ego side of a type A system (KaMara is closely related to Hanga which with the 
Ghana dialect of KaMara does indeed have this system, Table 2): it would be possible but improbable 
to see it as the female-ego side of type B' with Y.S-Sx omitted.  
 

 
 

2.6 More-Complex Systems.  
  

 Sisaala, of the same Grusi subgroup as Vagla, has one of the two systems that introduce 
more complexity than we have seen so far.  All the other systems reported for which the data is 
available extend the full-sibling terms, using the same criteria, to half-siblings and all types of cousin.  

The only exception is that Fortes mentions sunzɔ as  “half-sibling” for Talni (TL system in Table 4); 

the abstract noun sunzɔt mainly refers to brotherhood between clans, and the cognates (Tables 2, 8) 
are  “younger same-sex” so we might interpret this as  “younger son of a man’s father” irrespective of 

matrifiliation, a more specific partial synonym of the B.2 term pit  (usable for a male ego).  Sisaala 
however introduces the distinction of cross- and parallel-cousins.  Those within the group of siblings 
and parallel cousins, that is children of  “father” and  “mother” given that biological father’s male and 
mother’s female sibs are classified as  “Fa.” and  “Mo.” respectively, may be either classified by age 
irrespective of sex (system C) or, if opposite sex, by sex.  Cross-cousins are joined in a general  
“cross relative” term which covers, irrespective of generation or of sex or age of ego or relative, any 
complex relationship with a difference of sex in two intermediate linking relatives  –  this is probably 
(the idea is supported by cognates) an extension of the reciprocal  “Mo.Bro/ Si.Ch” term to include 
Fa.Si, Mo.Bro.Ch, and even Hu.Si.Ch (Fig. 11).  
  
 

 
    E  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -    maala, malima 
 
       S-Sx.  
 
             Y  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   ŋaana  
 
     “Pa”.Ch   
 
    M -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -    dibaala 

 

      O-Sx.  
 
    F  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -    dihaala 
 
 
 
 
    “X-relative”   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - niɛra, niɛrima 

 
 Figure 11  : Sisaala (Type F)  

 

  =  subsystem C 
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 The last more-complex system is that of Konkomba (Oti/Volta, Gurma subgroup). In 

Konkomba the Type A terminology which has been presented along with its Gurma cognates (Table 
3) is only a subsystem which apples to siblings but not to cousins.  Within the cousins group, cross- 
and parallel-cousins are distinguished as for Sisaala.  The basis for the  “parallel” classification noted 
above, the identity of Pa.Sib.S-Sx with Pa, is supported by the etymological meaning of the 
Konkomba terms, i.e. “father’s child”/ “mother’s child”, thus the distinction is by sex of linking 
relative, or patri-  vs. matri-lateral.  For the cross-cousins the sex of the cousin now applies: for the 
males the term for Mo.Bro/Si.Ch is extended as in Sisaala, but the females are distinguished by the 
patri-/matri-lateral distinction, Fa.Si.Da being grouped with own daughter and Si.Da, while 
Mo.Bro.Da is the same term as Mo.Y.Sis.  The application of laterality to both parallel- and cross--
cousins is the only clear case of cross-cutting criteria in all these systems, so Fig. 12.b represents the 
Konkomba terminology as a matrix rather than a tree:  
 

 
 
              sib       : see Fig.3, Table 3  
   
 Gen.0 
 
              cousin   : see Fig.12.b  

 
 

12.a 
 
 
 

 
Parallel  Cross 

   F M 
Father’s side  te-aabo  bisal  

Mother’s side  na-aabo  nawaa weeja 
     
   
 

12.b 
 

 
Figure 12 :  Konkomba 
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3. Conclusion 
  

 The general conclusions, then which we can draw from this material are two. The first is that 
these data clearly support the idea of the general cultural relevance of the parameters used in the 
kinship terminologies.  Seniority is important in many social areas, especially between siblings of the 
same sex: ones relations with ones same-sex siblings are of a different type from those with the 
opposite sex.  Normally cousins function (with regard to exogamy for instance) the same, and in most 
terminologies are called the same, as siblings.  On the other hand it is apparent that purely linguistic 
change can cause certain categories to fall together or to receive new subdivisions, and that with 
these intricate matricial systems any such change can make far-reaching changes to the pattern of the 
whole.  One might also draw the moral for linguists and lexicographers that they need to be very 
careful in exploring and explaining the meanings and relationships of terms in this semantic area, and 
particularly need to consider both male and female Ego’s criteria for use of terms. 

I append more technical charts on the genetic relationships of the languages mentioned, and 
on the variety of senses which some of the obviously cognate lexemes can exhibit across languages.  
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APPENDIX   A  
 
 
 
 
 Tree   1 : General, and Grusi  
 
 
 
     ╔═══════════════════════════╗ 
      Niger  –  Congo                               ║ 
  ┌───┬──┬───┬─┬──┴──┬─┬─┬···                                          ║ 
                       Gur                                   Mande  
                          │                                                                                                         │ 
                ┌───┴──┬─┬···                                                                          ┌┬─┬─┴┬─··· 
                │                                                                                                       │   
         Central Gur                            Bisa (BI)  
                │ 
    ┌───┬┴───────────────┐ 
 Grusi                                   Oti/Volta  
      │                                     [see  Tree 2]  

    ┌────┴──────┬─···          
Northern          South-Western  
    │                       │ 
  ┌┴─┬─┬··· ┌─┴─┬──┬─┬··· 
Kasem Sisaala      Vagla  
  (KS)                (SS)       (VG)  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Tree   2 : Oti/Volta (1)  
 

         Oti/Volta  
                                                                                │ 

     ┌──────────┬──────────────┼────────────┬────────────┐                           

          Western                Gurma                 Yom/Nawdm               Eastern              Buli/K ɔnni  
      [see  Tree 3]                    │                         (YM/ND)                    │                     (BL/KM)  
                             ┌────-─┼──────┬···                       ┌──-─┬┴────┬─────┐ 

                      Bimoba  Konkomba  Basari                        Wama  Biɛri  DiTammari Tayari  
                        (BM)        (KN)      (BS)                          (WM)  (BE)      (TM)       (TY)  
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 Tree   3 : Western Oti/Volta  
 
 

       │ 
                     W.O/V 
                                                                        │ 
                               ┌────────────────┴─────────────┐ 

                                  Northwestern                                                   Southern  
                                 │                                                                      │ 

      ···┬─────┬───────┼─────┐------?----14      ----?----┬──────┬─┴─────┬──────┐ 
 Dagari15     Mooré      Nõõtré       Frafra16                         Mampruli      Dagbani       Hanga     KaMara  
       (DR)      (MR)        (NT)          (FR)                               (MP)            (DB)            (HG)         (KR)  
 

 
 
                                                     ┌─────┼──────┐ 

                                                               Nabt      Kusaal      Talni  
                                                               (NB)      (KL)       (TL)  

                                                                   │ 
                                                            ┌──┴───┐ 

                                                                    Toende17     Agole  
                                                                     (KLT)     (KLA)  
 

                                                      
14 Since this paper was written, it has become clear that NB, KL, and TL belong to the Southern branch. 
15 Birifor is a sister to Dagaari 
16 Ninkããre is a sister of Farefare 
17 Burkina Faso Kusaal is a sister or co-dialect of KLA 
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 APPENDIX B  
  

I here give ‘summary forms’ of some of the words (fn.9) that are clearly cognate across the 
languages, with an indication of their range of meaning. Notable are the fact that terms rarely cross 
the elder/younger boundary though other distinctions are more fluid:  “younger” and  “opposite-sex” 
tend to alternate.    

 
 

 

*KPEN/L- E.S-Sx : BI FR KLT KN MR NB E.Sib  : KR VG 

*BE-RI E.S-Sx : DB DR HG KLA KLT MP TL  

*SIZƆ  (etc. fn.
6
) Y.S-Sx : DB HG KR MP O-Sx.: DB HG MP :: ½-Sib: TL 

*YE/A- Y.S-Sx.: DR FR NB  ::     O-Sx. : DR E.S-Sx.: NT 

*YO-   

(? = above) 

Y.Sib  : BL Y.S-Sx.: MR  NT 

*MAA- E.Sib  : YM   :: E.S-Sx.: BS ?BL(mo-)? E.Par.Co.: SS 

*NA- Y.S-Sx.: BS KN TM   ::     O-Sx. : KS X-Co.F : KN 

*NI(N)- Y.Sib  : VG   ::  O-Sx. : BM BS KN VG (?this item?) X-Co.  : SS (niɛr-) 

*NYO/A Y.Sib  : ND.2 ?ND.1(ŋɛ- *) SS YM Y.Par.Co.: SS 

*TA/O O-Sx.  : BR BL FR KL TL TM WM 
 

O-Sx.F(?): MR NT YM 

Y.O-Sx.: TY 
 

(?this item?) S-Sx.:TM (ce-tao) 

*PIT Y.S-Sx : KL TL  

 

[*ny/ŋ   alternation is normal]   
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APPENDIX C 
 
 

BIRIFOR KIN TERMINOLOGY 

 
 S.Sx O.Sx S.Sx O.Sx 
 (man speaking woman speaking woman speaking      man speaking) 
 

Sr. yakarma yadakpɛ̃ɛ yakpɛ̃ɛ yapɔkpɛ̃ɛ 

 sib-senior sib-man-big sib-big                       sib-woman-big 
 

Jr. yabile yadabile yabile yapɔbile 

 sib-small sib-man-small sib-small                 sib-woman-small 
 
   M a l e  s i b l i n g   F e m a l e  s i b l i n g 
 
 
 

Figure 0 : Birifor terms 
 
 
[A.L.Warren ::  see also next page] 
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      m: yakarma 

    E:  

      f: yakpɛ̃ɛ 

  S.Sx: yaba  

    

    Y:  m/f: yabile 

  

yaba  

      E: yadakpɛ̃ɛ 

    m: yadaba  

      Y: yadabile 

  O.Sx  

      E: yapɔkpɛ̃ɛ 

    f: yapɔɔ  

î Y: yapɔbile 

 

 

Figure 00 : Birifor System 
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